
PATENTSCOPE summer 
course

Session 3: reading and narrowing down your results, NPL 

& patent families 



Session 3

• Result list, NPL & patent families

Session 4 August 24, 2021

• chemical searches and combination of all the studied features during 
summer course

• Session 2, 3 & 4 repeated in August/September



Format

• Review theory 

• Practical exercises in PATENTSCOPE https://patentscope.wipo.int :
• a search query or question will be asked

• a few minutes will be given to participants

• answer will be provided

• use the chat to ask question

• Q & A

https://patentscope.wipo.int/


Search results list











Exercise
Using: 

1. a. the Simple search interface: search for Apple
b. then in the results, add the publication date 
range 2018 – 2019- 2020

2. a. the Field Combination interface search for the 
applicant Stellenbosch University – licensing 
information
b. add the CPC code Y02E
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Exercise

1. What is the subject matter of document 
01781516?













Exercise

About document US20190084264:

1. how many members are there in its family? 

2. what are their relationships?

3. what is the ICP/CPC [section, class and subclass (letter –
2 digits-1 letter)]?
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Codes summary
Codes Definition

IC1 PCT application from which the family originated

IC2 National entry of a PCT application

IC3 National entry of a PCT application not found in PATENTSCOPE

IC4 US application related to another US application already included in the family

IC5 Sole priority inside the family

IC6 As per priority

IC7 National application related to another application of the same national office already included in 
the family
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Exercise

How many drawings are contained in document 
IN202021049808?































Exercise

1. Build a query in the English abstract to retrieve
documents with the keyword sensorized that has 
to be close to the keywords garment or cloth

2. Practice displaying:
1. Results by relevance
2. Only images
3. Opening one document with the result list next to it
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RSS & Query tree

RSS feed



Save







Exercise
Build a query to retrieve documents from Huawei with an 
application date in 2021

1.Translate the result list in Chinese using:
a. WIPO Translate
b. Google Translate

2. Download the result list with fields
a. application date
b. title and abstract
c. IPC codes

3. Download the following documents for the first 4 documents:
a. International search report
b.Written optinion
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Exercise
Build a query to retrieve documents about electric (use the 
English Abstract field):

1.Create a pie chart showing the top 15:
a. Kind codes
b. Filing dates
c. IPC/CPC
d. applicants
e. collections + national phase entries

2. Indicate the top 10 inventors for this query
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Offices



Languages





Stemming



Patent families







Non-Patent Literature (NPL)









Exercise

Search in the English abstract. Blockchain with an 
application date = 2018

1. First search without grouping by families and 
compare the difference of results when grouped 
by families

2. Include NPL (still grouped by families)
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Exercise

Using this query EN_AB:(swimming NEAR15 floating):

1. What publication date has the most relevant document for this 
query?

2. What is the latest publication for this query

3. What is the top collection (national + national phase entries)? How 
many documents?

4. How many NPL documents  related to this query are available?

5. Find documents in Chinese language
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Exercise

Using this query EN_AB:(swimming NEAR15 floating):

6. Translate the claims of the most recently published document into 
English?

7. How many family member does this document have?  And what are 
their relationships?

8.Download

9. Save your query
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Next session: August 24

• Chemical searches

• Combination of all the studied features 



Registration: wipo.int/patentscope/en/webinar



Global Brand Database, Global Design Database

Webinars:

https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/branddb/webinar/index.html

https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/designdb/webinar/index.html

https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/branddb/webinar/index.html
https://www.wipo.int/reference/en/designdb/webinar/index.html






patentscope@wipo.int


